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Teien Eden

Teien Eden is a NPC played by Ametheliana.

Teien Eden
庭園 エデン

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja Female
Year of Birth: YE 35
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Starship Captain

Rank: Chusa
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Teien Eden
庭園 エデン

Current Placement: YSS Nyx Kaiyō plot

For her gallery, go here!

Teien Eden In RP

Teien Eden was on a tour of duty aboard the YSS Kaiyō and then YSS Kaiyō IIto Kuvexian space along
with the YSS Kaiyō II before medical leave and is now searching for clues left by AvaNet.

Physical Description

Eden has black hair that splays out in many segments past her waist, Hanako-gold eyes, elf ears, and a
narrow jawline. Her lean, tall figure has an ample and full chest.

In YE 40, she took on a new body type that can, at her will, look strange compared to most Neko. She
changes her appearance to look functionally similar to other NH-33, save for her height, which sits closer
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to that of a NH-33a.  One day while on Yamatai, she
happened to sit beside a barbershop window and
picked up on some of the barber's practices. From
this experience, she began cutting her own hair's
hime cut more evenly and even began utilizing solid
volumetrics to keep the line of cut hair above her
jawline, something that had slipped past her
awareness before.
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Personality

Jovial and quick to appease those around her, she is affectionate and kind to a fault. She is a go-getter
and smart, on top of it, making her an easy asset to the Star Army of Yamatai. She loves her crew and
Empire and is often known to hold a rousing speech about either, if the time calls for it. Her wit for words
and tendency to love fully extends to other parts of her life. She has a wife and daughter that both serve
in the military that she holds a special place for in her heart.

Eden has learned that to love others also means to love oneself. She enjoys her own company now more
than ever and can often be found smiling, even when alone or in a crowd. She likes to be sure others feel
satisfied in themselves and the positions she puts them in, as a commanding officer. She commands
attention, and even authority, when the time calls for it, but is not an attention-seeker. She would rather
observe the flow of conversation than interject her own additions, for example.

When left to her own devices, she will take up new hobbies and hone new skills. Eden has always had a
natural knack for gardening. Sometimes she catches herself thinking idly about how it makes sense,
given her name's meaning. She often forgets just how much of a disaster her last cooking experience
was and will try another recipe or an old one, with varying degrees of failure. About twice a month she
will try to make a meal and, sometimes, it is edible. Despite this, she does keep working to improve her
abilities.

History

She was born in YE 35 and immediately put on the YSS Hana that was then a part of the Second Fleet.
She served well there and was moved to be a part of command. She rose through the ranks until
reaching Taii, at which point she was asked to man the gunship she serves on, now, the YSS Kaiyō.

Once aboard, she acquainted herself with her crew during their first briefing, then they were off to be one
of the first to disturb Kuvexians in their space. Before they could, though, they became entwined with
pirates that they had to vanquish.

The below quote was taken from her transmission to the away team in the heat of battle.

Quote from Mission One: Ichi
“'This is the first obstacle of many in our path to victory over the Kuvexians! I do not want to see any of
you get maimed or murdered by pirate scum when the real prize will be the heads of the Kuvexians to
be mounted above Taisho Yui's hearth.'“

After the mission, they de-briefed in the wardroom of the Kaiyō, where the crew partook in trust falls at
Eden's urging. After wards, she spoke to them about the mission.

Quote from Post-Mission One: Yame!
“Finished, she clasped her hands around the empty box and said, 'This has been an excellent first
mission, everyone. We are off to really instigate Kuvexian space and get closer to our end goal every
day. Let us hope the pirates we have and are going to drop off to a port are the last we will encounter
for a long while. And if they're not, we'll treat the next just as bravely as we treated the first!'“
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Some time later, an unknown craft is spotted and power armor filter out of it. While engaged in a ruthless
battle with the power armor, an NMX Neko in a Reaper Power Armor shows up and shoots down the pilot
of the craft, a shuttle that has a self-destruct button. The button is pressed by one of the enemies and
the shuttle explodes with all of the enemies.

Quote from Mission Ni
”'Always explosions with this crew,' Eden murmured out loud as she watched the spectacle before her.”

The next mission, a fleet of L'Kor are engaged after Star Army Intelligence is able to give the Sixth
Squadron more information about the enemy, now known as the L'Kor. They are able to read them Rights
of Early Contact.

Quote from Mission San: Kaizen
”'We have encountered those that are in line with the Kuvexians—the L'Kor. They threaten our abilities
to end the war with the Kuvexians easily and swiftly. The Sixth Squadron is closer than ever to space
they occupy and we have begun the process of outing them from their hiding. The last time we were up
against them, they committed seppuku, mass suicide. We don't want them to be so lucky next time.
They will die when we permit them to. They will live only if we permit them to.'“
Quote from Mission San: Kaizen
“To all on the bridge and on the away team, Eden said, “I want this battle to be one sided. We will crush
them quickly and decisively!” Her fist had balled and she was grimacing, as if impaled or hurt to the
extreme. “Continue the barrage against the still-standing ships! Let the Kaiyō away team take care of
the battleship. I have all the faith in the universe that they will.”

During the next mission, they go to the planet Komorebi that is determined to be safe and is also
uninhabited. The Sixth Squadron seeks to investigate more about this planet and each of the ships
deploys teams to uncover the planet's secrets. While down there, one crew member touches some
oozing red liquid and starts hallucinating while another falls hundreds of feet and is impaled. Deciding to
head back, most of the team prepares to leave while Amanozako and Mochi go to investigate a path that
led them to a shuttle and bomber, which the sixth squadron begins to tow away.

A month and some days later, the Kaiyō crew goes through a trust exercise again, this time playing “one
truth and a lie” where the crew went around the room and told the rest of the crew one truth about
themselves and one lie and the rest of the crew had to guess as to what the truth was and what the lie
was.

Quote from Post-Mission Four: Shinjitsu
“Eden gave a small laugh behind her hand as Saki went up and then telepathically reassured her with a
feeling of happiness after having heard her speak out to the group. Eden said, “If you were a compulsive
liar, I would be in a lot of trouble, wouldn't I?” Eden thought to say something to the effect of asking if
Saki were truly pregnant as a joke, then decided to remain professional and got back to the game,
saying, “You are a lot less shy than you used to be, Saki. We all appreciate the leaps and bounds you
have come. Though the shy person you used to be is no less great than the one that stands before us
today, just different.”'

A few days from then, the crew are awakened to find that NMX Forces are attacking the squadron. On
board is one Ghost Mishhuvurthyar, as well, which phases broodlings into the captain, Teien Eden.
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Quote from Mission Go: Dôshiyô
“Shadows emanated from the walls and the lights around them seemed to be snuffed for an instant and
then relit, but on a much lower wattage as the Ghost Mishhuvurthyar transferred out of the plane of
existence between the Taii and the Juni. Teien Eden breathed in a sharp gasp that was choked and wet.
Her eyes bulged and her hands groped in front of her wildly as she looked at the ground in front of her
and fell to her knees. Eden palms pressed onto the ground in front of her and her black hair spilled out
around them as she shook violently.Ghost Mishhu broodlings began gnawing at the insides of their new,
warm, edible womb inside of the captain. The Ghost Mishhuvurthyar's grey mottled body blipped back
into existence on the other side of the Taii, closer to the bridge than it had been a mere second ago.
Eden cried out and turned off her pain receptors, but the excruciating feeling of having her insides
decimated by the fist-sized broodlings was an ache she couldn't get rid of so easily.”
Quote from Mission Go: Dôshiyô
“Help! Saki, my love! Help me! Kill me,” Eden's message to the XO said as she aimed. “Saki, kill me.”

The samurai, Rei aboard the Kaiyo eventually killed the Ghost Mishhu and Eden was ST'd back to life at
which point the battle was won.

Eden and Saki became engaged, as well!

Saki rolled up to lay upon Eden's chest, placing her arms to act as a pillow while the placed
her head on top of them and looked into Eden's eyes. Internally, she was keeping herself
from crying but kept it submerged for the moment, “E-Eden, w-w-will you m-marry me?” Her
words stammered out enough to make her feel like she had ruined it. Her eyes went down a
little as well as her ears as she seemed to look embarrased and well as slightly terrified. “I
will,” Eden smiled as she said this and moved her hand so that she was holding Saki in an
embrace. She kissed Saki's lips fully and moved her head back, smiling, as she looked at her
lover's chocolate brown eyes. “I absolutely will!”

After this incident, Eden was promoted to Shosa.

Afterwards, the crew went to Yamatai (Planet) for the wedding of Saki and Eden.

Quote from Post-Mission Five: Kekkon
That is, until Eden slipped into view of the Kaiyō crew —if they were looking— just as a ripple of sunlight
bounced off the water's edge and splashed its brightness across her fully white shiromuku kimono. She
bore a takashimada style of top knot and dangling kanzashi in her tightly bound black hair. Two slivers
of her red nagajuban could be seen peeking out as the clothe pressed against her collarbones and chest.
Her makeup had been done by Hanna earlier and smokey brown and blue shadow emanated above her
golden eyes.

Empress Himiko I was the officiator.
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Quote from Post-Mission Five: Kekkon
“Loyal subjects of the empire…friends, family, crewmates, and brothers and sisters in arms, we are
gathered here today to witness the marriage and exchange of vows between Teien Eden-Shosa and
Norogumi Misaki, Chui. Marriage is an ancient tradition from the days before known history, where two
or more people who love one another declare the unbreakable permanency of that that love to all. It is a
commitment and a lifelong bond and should not be entered lightly or with second thoughts or
reservations,” she said. “Do you, Teien Eden,” Empress asked, “take Norogumi Misaki to be your lawfully
wedded partner in marriage, to love, no matter what happens, as long as you both exist?” Without
hesitation and with a happy heart, Eden replied, “Yes,” while she looked into Misaki's lavender eyes. “I
do.”

The next mission the squadron found an escape pod some distance away and the Kaiyō was dispatched
to deal with it as on board was an old friend of the Shosa's, Teien Eden. When they got there, the pod
was decimated and three hostile cruisers decloaked. They then began to fight the Kaiyō before revealing
themselves to be the Elefirn. While this was happening, Noroumi Misaki was giving birth to Teien Kikyō.

The Shosa then struck the ship with the Kaiyō's main aether array. The ships were destroyed, but the
Kaiyō rocked and tumbled until they were steady again, only to find that they were looking at a duplicate
of their own ship.

On the main viewscreen after the two ships set up communications, the Kaiyō found that the other ship
was named the IYS Kaiyō of the 28th Fleet. It was larger, but had an identical bridge crew, save that the
Elysian on the bridge looked to be a Neko. The captain identified herself as Norogumi Misaki and the two
ships exchanged crew members to tour one another's ships. Eden found that when Saki spoke to her
over encrypted channels, Norogumi Misaki could hear. They also found that these Neko and Minkan
versions of themselves were under the rule of Eve. Norogumi Misaki gave Eden a plant and sent her back
to her ship and the IYS Kaiyō crew returned to their own. Moments later, the YSS Kaiyō began to be
towed by the IYS version of itself.

After a month of this, there was a disturbance above the transparent Zesu window of the wardroom that
the crew happened to notice and soon, it became apparent a battle was ensuing around them. This,
coupled with the appearance of an entity that dubbed themselves, “All Knowing” and got dubbed All. All
helped them get out of the alternate universe, but not before completely destroying their own ship. Part
of what they needed to do was board the IYS Kaiyo and in doing so, Eden was unable to kill her wife's
counterpart and got shot in the back of the head while she made sure the device that could save the YSS
Kaiyo was put into the Plumeria-class.

When back in Yamatai, the crew were reassigned to a new ship, the YSS Kaiyō II. Eden was now the XO of
the ship and not the Captain, but she took it in stride. Two missions later and Misaki asked for transfer
orders.

Then, Project Star Princess began in which the crew explored the ancient ruins of Temple of the Stars in
Star Prefecture on planet Yamatai. The expedition gave Eden a wealth of knowledge about the Kikyō
Sector's history through an Avatar of AvaNet within the temple.

After that mission ended, the crew went to Ayenee, where they came across new crew that joined on
from all kinds of universes, including Ayenee and including the universe they had slipped into in which
the IYS Kaiyō existed.
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The first scouting mission had them looking for pomegranates and Eden's team ended up in a forested
location that made everyone feel very, well, drunk-like. There were casualties.

They then went to Naze Sorairo, or blue sky universe. The Kaiyō II brought the crew inside of a hollow
water planet that held within it what was an aether sphere. Eventually it became clear that the aether
sphere was inhabited and deadly, all the while a crew member was experiencing a bloodlust illness. Eden
made the call to extract the crew member. Clad in Mindy, they hurtled through the aether sphere until
they were in the nude and in the hollow water planet's innards, out of the aether sphere, but exposed to
enemies. The Kaiyō came in and saved the day.

Then, she commanded the away mission on Planet H. Some died, but many more were saved. The planet
had become weaponized and was headed straight for core Yamatai. Teien Eden evacuated the crew and
led an assault on a nearby Kuvexian observation ship. She and her crew took the ship from the
Kuvexians, once more with casualties and injuries.  Eden then helped brief the crew on going to the

alternate universe her crew
had been trapped in once
before. The enemy had found
ways to create Transuniversal
Teleportation Drive and had
already sent a scout in and
out of the Kikyō Sector. They
went into this universe, were
greeted by another ship
nearby that had recently left
transuniversal travel
captained by Pumpkin. The
WARMS had also picked up on
a Plumeria's main aether
array being shot in a number
of minutes. Meanwhile, the
away team staged a hostile
takeover of an enemy ship's
bridge. The enemy ship, being
from this universe held by
Eve, had an IYS designation
for Imperial Yamataian
Starship. In this universe, it
was Eve that had come to
power.

The away team captured the captain and MEGAMI unit of the ship and were able to discard it. But just
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then a scout ship came into view of Pumpkin's ship and the Kaiyō II. Pumpkin's ship used its main weapon
array to destroy it. After some discussion, Eden agreed to become a NH-40 Nekovalkyrja Mishhuvurthyar.
She then lead the away team's assault on the bridge of the ship Eve was on. During an attempt at
escape, Eve jumped consciousnesses, much like Ketsurui Yui's skill of being able to “possess”
Nekovalkyrja. When Eve possessed Teien Eden, the woman overcame Eve's will and captured her within
her mind. The battle was won, but Eden was no longer alone.

Back To Yamatai from Ayenee

Soon after returning to Yamatai1), Eden was given medical leave officially. She spent a month away from
her family and friends during intensive debriefing. It was determined that her new model of body could
not be reskinned without degradation of the connection to Eve's consciousness. Finally, a communication
of orders was given to Eden, despite her official leave status. Eden's new mission was to successfully
control the Empire within the universe that Eve was dictator of, through Eve's own Nekovalkyrja body in
that universe, which Eden had been directing to carry out commands that she believed bettered the
universe (such as working on abolishing Slavery and creating a unified Empire). Eden received a more
structured plan for her to direct the dictator to carry out. Further, she was now able to live out a life away
from active duty on Planet Yamatai. A close bodyguard and discreet team were assigned, but despite
this, she believed she had the ability to live a life she had never lived before- a civilian one.

On Yamatai, in a home with a white picket fence and room for all the love Eden felt, the woman's wife
and daughter were largely absent- the Kuvexian War called for them in ways that it seemed only Eden
could not hear. The Nekovalkyrja threw herself into hobbies and self-fulfillment, though she discerned a
yearning in herself. Teien Eden, as wise as she was, sensed the longing that could turn to greed for
company and requested a ship, crew, and rank, after months of leading a solitary life. While her request
was being processed, though Eden had been given permission to visit Ayenee, a universe she had been
where she hoped to find answers that her universe needs.

Once the YSS Kaiyō II was able to take on new mission parameters, Eden was able to reunite with her old
crew and be introduced to fresher faces as she donned a white panel once more, as a Chusa, now, for a
tour of duty that would strike at the heart and soul of the Kuvexian enemy and show the strength of valor
that she and her Empire held within them.
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Quote from Pre-Mission Sixteen: Hatsuyume
“Some of you have seen me before and know me. I am Teien Eden, a Chusa of the Star Army of Yamatai.
You may have looked to me for support, friendship, and love. I have looked to you for those same things,
as well. The changes we have undergone, whatever form they take, will never change what we need
from one another, what we look for in one another.” Eden gave pause, looking from some of the
assembled crew to Hoshi, “That is sure.” She blinked a few times and her expression drifted, “We have a
mission that will take us far from home. Well, we have a string of missions planned, as a crew.” Her
expression had grown stoic and cold, “Calling our next journey a tour of duty would be closer to the
truth.” She looked back to the crew, “We'll be taking some major installations, not as a member of any
squadron or larger support group. There are forces behind and in front of us, so to speak, but we will be
alone out there for a time. It will take a few months to get out there, I would say three or four, so by the
time we have a serious briefing in the wardroom where we're all clothed,” Hoshi gave a giggle before
she slipped into the water while Eden spoke, “you may have forgotten my exact words that I say now, so
know that I love you. Hoshi loves you. The person to your right, left, and all around you loves you. If
they're on this ship,” Eden nodded tersely as she looked to each of them, “they love you.” She breathed
in, “And I do believe that goes both ways. We fight an enemy today and will likely be fighting them
tomorrow, but when we're not fighting, when that's happening… I want you to remember you are loved
by the people you fought alongside.” Eden's mouth began pursing and moving from one side to another
and she put her the thumb of a clenched fist up to her mouth as she looked down, then she smiled and
dunked herself underwater. She came back up from the water a millisecond later and the hime cut that
seemed recently perfected was askew around her happy expression. “That's all, thank you for being
here. Happy Holidays, as well!”
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 It didn't last long, though, as Teien Eden had
become a changed woman and regular
service wasn't for her. She resumed her field
duties lacking the same freedom with which
she had exerted before. Though her mind
had become strengthened by the Avatar,
enough to take on a powerful psychic
warfare type Neko, Eden's grasp on Eve
couldn't last forever.

Until YE 44 Eden enjoyed a two year extended medical leave wherein she stayed at many famous
onsens, resorts, and mountain getaways. Eden started having vivid dreams calling to her, even when she
was awake she thought she could see things pointing to her solving the mysteries of Project Star Princess
that the Avatar had set her on five years ago. Because her grip on Eve couldn't become compromised
and the visions and feelings were threatening to do that, Eden took command of the YSS Nyx within Task
Force 282 to continue to solve the mysteries therein.

She visited The Temple of the Frozen Maiden to gather water from its source, which she put in the
amphora. Though she and the Kaiyo crew she had sought the relic before, museum staff had not let them
at the vase. With Hanako's World under siege, she took the time both steal the amphora from the
museum under SAINT directive with the mission's handler Effy Penihatolapsoa, she went to a vacant,
moonlit Chateau Hanako. She then went to Freya's moon Gersemi, then she went to the time of Third
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Battle Of Nataria, in YE 42. The same avatar that had been talking to her had made contact and put her
onboard the YSS Nyx in order to take her to Ketsurui Aiko and William Sanders in Kuvexian Territory.
Eden knew they had been visited by an avatar before their best battle and she knew now her mission:
ferry AvaNet.

She felt unprepared for the next four months of travel into Kuvexian space once more. Avatars had
historically created teleportation drives; Eden knew that and hadn't given up hope despite her lack of
patience. More was certainly in store for the dual-minded Chusa as she time-traveled by the power of
Avatars, AvaNet, Yui, or Kami, whichever. She still wasn't fully certain which was guiding her now.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills
Communications
Command
Starship Operations
Knowledge: Star Army history and law in the Yamatai Star Empire as well as what given to her by
an Avatar.
Leadership
Emergency
Medical
Equipment

Social Connections

Eden is connected to:

Teien Misaki (Wife)
Teien Kikyō (Daughter)
Deio Asuka (Friend)
Crew of the YSS Kaiyō
Crew of the YSS Kaiyō II
Bodyguard

Music
Themes Types
Blackmill - Spirit of Life Backstory Theme
M.I.A. - Bad Girls Combat Theme
St. Vincent - Marry Me Love Theme
Lana Del Rey - Summertime Sadness Sad Song
Bleachers - I Wanna Get Better Lonely Song
Home - Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros Current Song
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Inventory & Finance

Teien Eden has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Pajama bottoms
Slippers
Tank top x 2
Shorts x 2
Skinny jeans x 2
T-Shirts x 4
Pull-over sweater x 2
Cardigan x 2
Bra x 3
Star Army Toiletry Kit

Sake and ginseng shampoo and conditioner
Bergamot, amber, and mandarin scented body soap

Star Army Datapad, Type 33
Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33
Star Army Coat, Type 32
Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 30C
Star Army Officer's Cap, Type 36
Star Army Skirt, Pleated, Type 35
Star Army Undergarments
Star Army Jika-Tabi, Type 38
Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor
Star army Ring: This silver commemorative ring has the YSS Kaiyō laser etched onto the top of the
genuine sapphire with the name of the ship, YSS Kaiyō written into the bottom of the gemstone.
Zesuaium katana made from the YSS Kaiyō I's hull.
Star Army Officer Sword, Type 40
Black hakama
White uwagi
Tabi
Geta
Growing collection of books by the same author, Teien Tōtoi, such as one bearing the title 海千山
千.
One large, hard-bound book with over 1,000 paper pages about bioluminescence that is used for
flower pressing

Quote from Mission Thirteen: Miyabi
He slowly walked over to the XO station and looked at the seat. This is where Eden normally sits. Her
firm booty forming the seat into submission.

Teien Eden has over 254,400 KS.
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OOC Information

In the case ametheliana becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character art by rirukopf

Character Data
Character Name Teien Eden
Character Owner Ametheliana
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Chusa
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Captain
SAOY Assignment YSS Kaiyō II
Orders Orders

1)

was on Ayenee.org
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